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Lake Shikotsu, Lake Toya, Noboribetsu

Lake Shikotsu
Part of the Shikotsu-Toya National
Park, Lake Shikotsu is known as the
most northerly lake in Japan that
doesn’t freeze over in winter. The lake
water is extremely clear and ranks
with that of Lake Mashu and Lake
Baikal. Water quality surveys in
recent years have acknowledged it to
be the best in the country. The average
depth of the water is 265 m and the
maximum is 363 m, making it the
second deepest in Japan. The
lakeshores are dotted with campsites
and there are numerous hot-spring
inns. The hot-spring waters of
Shikotsuko Onsen are said to soften
the surface of the skin and be effective
in washing away fat and secretion, and
are particularly popular with females
as the water leaves the skin soft and
smooth.
Rental cycles, pleasure boats,
canoes, sockeye salmon fishing and
even golf can be enjoyed in the
vicinity. Hikers may like to climb Mt.
Tarumae, where the unrestricted view
from the rugged summit is a sight to
behold. The trail up the mountain is
ideal for experiencing the true beauty
of the nature of Lake Shikotsu.
Chitose Tourist Association
http://www.1000sai-chitose.or.jp/
english/index.htm
Lake Toya
Mt. Usu is a volcano that has erupted 4
times in 100 years, changing the shape
of the fertile land around Lake Toya in
its wake. The ashes and pumice
spewed out by the volcano over the
years have created a mineral-rich soil
around the lake. As a result,
eco-farming has increased due to the
reduced use of chemical fertilizers and
pesticides, and now approximately 200
types of vegetables are produced in the
area. The “Emi-Gold” sweet corn

produced near Lake Toya is known for its
yellow, almost golden kernels.
Take a trip on a pleasure boat around
the four islands in the center of Lake
Toya, and enjoy the views of Mt. Yotei,
the Showa Shinzan lava dome, Mt. Usu
and the surrounding nature while being
rocked gently by the waves on the surface
of the lake. The lake boasts one of
Japan’s largest-scale catamarans, known
as Espoir, which is modeled on the image
of a castle from the middle ages. The
boat also operates during the long
running fireworks display that is held
every night throughout the season.
At the Visitor Center and Volcano
Science Museum, visitors can look back
on the volcanic activities of Mt. Usu
eruptions that have occurred in the past,
including the latest eruption in March
2000, by means of images, explanations
and hands-on facilities.
The Usuzan Ropeway takes six
minutes to reach the summit station, from
where two observation decks can be
accessed: to the right is the Lake Toya
Observation Deck that affords panoramic
views of the Showa Shinzan lava dome
and Lake Toya; and a 7-minute walk to
the left brings you to the Usuzan Crater
Floor Viewing Platform, where the
craters that occurred as a result of an
eruption in 1977 still spew out vapor as if
the earth itself is breathing.
Toyako Onsen Tourist Association
http://www.laketoya.com/
Noboribetsu Onsen
Hokkaido is one of Japan’s hot-spring
paradises, dotted with numerous onsen
resorts and spa towns. One of the most
famous of these is Noboribetsu Onsen.
One of Japan’s leading spa towns,
Noboribetsu boasts nine different
hot-spring sources, enabling it to be
ranked “No.1 in Japan” by a certain
tourism magazine, due to its outstanding
water quality and popularity. Jigokudani,

or Valley of Hell, is a series of
explosion craters that occurred due to
volcanic activity; the site measures
450 m in diameter and covers
approximately 11 hectares. The valley
contains numerous geysers and
blowholes, and the bubbling festering
scenery is reminiscent of “a hell
inhabited by demons”. From here,
several springs spew out 3,000 liters of
steaming hot water each minute, which
feed the hot-spring baths of the nearby
inns and hotels.
Noboribetsu Primeval Forest was
designated a Natural Monument of
Japan in 1924. The forest currently
covers an area of approximately 186
hectares and boasts almost 60 species
of trees and 110 species of plants. A
footpath through the forest enables
ramblers to view giant Japanese Oaks
and the like from close range.
Noboribetsu Date Jidaimura is a
theme park set in spacious grounds,
where reproductions of downtown
scenes and magnificent samurai
dwellings create the atmosphere of the
Edo period. A total of 94 wooden
structures document the period, and
fun-filled performances and attractions
such as those in the Ninja House make
this an entertaining day out for all the
family – have fun while experiencing
Japanese history at first hand.
Noboribetsu Marine Park Nixe
boasts an 8m-tall “Crystal Tower” tank
containing Napoleon Fish, not to
mention an Aqua Tunnel through
which visitors can stroll while the
various fish swim overhead and all
around. It’s just like walking on the
seabed! Don’t miss the cute penguin
parade or the dolphin and sea lion
shows.
Noboribetsu Tourism Association
http://www.noboribetsu-spa.jp/en

It may not be Bordeaux in France or
even the Napa Valley in California, but
the subprefecture of Sorachi is quickly
gaining respect as one of the fastest
growing wine producing regions in
Hokkaido. After the coalmining
industry ground to a halt and the
communities shrank to shadows of
their former selves, Sorachi was left to
reconsider its role in Hokkaido’s new
culinary-tourism-oriented future. But
the hills and valleys, which once
produced the energy that powered the
nation, were soon found to be rich in
other types of minerals. Added to the
good drainage of the gently sloping
hills, the total number of daylight
hours between August and October,
and the difference in daytime and
nighttime temperatures in the region, it
became apparent that Sorachi has
potential as a good location to
cultivate wine grapes, prompting
numerous small, privately-owned
vineyards and wineries to emerge in
the region over the past 30 years or so.
Located roughly between Sapporo
and Hokkaido’s second city of
Asahikawa, rice, fruit and vegetables
have long-since been the staple crops
in the region. Other specialties include
meats and sweets. Bibai yakitori is
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quickly developing into a famous local
specialty and the city of Takikawa and
town of Naganuma are both spiritual
homes to Hokkaido’s very own Genghis
khan lamb barbeque. Jinnai beef is also a
top brand name from the town of Urausu.
Sweets too are also an important part of
Sorachi’s culinary make-up, with the

Kitakaro confectioner based in Sorachi,
and Sunagawa’s Sweets Road attracting
visitors from near and far.
However for this autumn edition,
Hokkaido Walk-a-pedia decided to
concentrate on the grape harvest season,
and drove around some of the wineries and
vineyards of the Sorachi “Wine Road.”

Maoi Winery
Located on the Maoi hillside overlooking the town of Nagnuma, just
off the road to Yuni, is Maoi Winery, which forms a part of Saikonso,
a small farm run by Mr. and Mrs. Mukai, who – in search of a
self-sufficient lifestyle – began growing root vegetables before
planting wine grape vines and subsequently establishing the winery
in March 2006. Said to be one of the smallest wineries in Japan, the
small workshop on the premises produces approximately 9,000
bottles of wine each year, with a choice of about 8 types, made from
the 8 or 9 varieties of grapes grown on the farm – particularly Yama
Sauvignon – along with grapes brought in from other vineyards. Of
the wine produced,
approximately one third is sold
at the on-site wine shop, which
opens at the weekends and
attracts customers from far and
wide, “some of which come
from all over Japan and arrive
by rented cars direct from
nearby Chitose Airport,” adds
Mr. Mukai proudly.

Maoi Winery
Aza Kaga Dantai, Naganuma-cho, Yubari-gun, Hokkaido
069-1316
Tel: +81-123-88-3704 Fax: +81-123-76-7410
http://www2.snowman.ne.jp/~maoi-winery/index-1.htm
Opens: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sat., Sun. and public holidays
from April to December
(Closed on 4th weekend in July)
Recommended product: Saikon (limited edition of 300
bottles) 720 mℓ, ¥2,415
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Yamazaki Winery
A little further north, high on a hill near the boundary between
Bibai and Mikasa, is the Yamazaki Winery – it’s fine wooden
structures overlooking the Ishikari Plain towards Sapporo, and the
expansive stretch of vineyards below. Who would think that, with
such splendid facilities on such a prime location with convenient
access from the nearby expressway, the winery is still a relatively
small business run exclusively by five members of the Yamazaki
family. Grapes were first cultivated here in 1998, and the first
harvest and winemaking license was acquired in 2002. Currently,
nine varieties of grapes are grown, and between 10 and 15 types of
wines produced, with a production target of approximately 30,000
bottles per year. The Yamazaki Winery is very particular about the
grapes it uses, and staff members are proud of the fact that “grapes
grown elsewhere are not allowed in here.” Sales, too, are
considered a family affair, with “usually only one vendor per
prefecture,” while 80% of the winery’s produce is sold direct from
the winery shop that is staffed by the family and only opens on

Housui Winery
A little further north, in the rural outskirts of the city of
Iwamizawa is Housui Winery.
The beautifully preserved wooden building, which was once a
warehouse in the city of Otaru, sits surrounded by gently sloping
vine fields above the rice paddies below. The winery acquired its
brewing license in 2006, and the following year established its
RICCA brand produced from its own grapes and those cultivated
in Yoichi. A limited edition RICCA Yuki no Keifu made
exclusively from grapes produced at the Housui vineyard was
introduced in December 2008. The 1st floor of the building
houses winemaking facilities and shop, while the 2nd floor gallery
provides space for local artists to hold exhibitions and events
while looking down onto the latest apparatus used to create the
wine from the harvested grapes. Soft-serve ice cream is also sold
at the Housui Winery, and according the winery’s sales director,
Mr. Saito Katsuyuki, “people sometimes bring along their own
cheese to eat with the wine while admiring the view of the
vineyards; this space encourages people to stay longer.”

Tsurunuma Winery
Housui Winery
Housui-cho 364-3, Iwamizawa, Hokkaido 068-0837
Tel: +81-126-20-1810 Fax: +81-126-35-7200
http://housui-winery.co.jp/
Opens: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(Closed every Wednesday between January and March)
Recommended product: RICCA Yuki no Keifu Pinot
Noir 2011, light body, ¥2,730

Nakazawa Vineyard

wine lovers from both near and far, as the proprietor aims
for a limited crop of high quality grapes that “create a taste
The neighboring town, Kurisawa is the home of the Nakazawa
unique to Hokkaido’s climate and snowy conditions.”
Vineyard, a discrete plot owned by Mr. Nakazawa and his wife,
and difficult to find due to the lack of any signs. The Nakazawa
Vineyard cultivates Pinot Gris, Gewürztraminer, Kerner and
Sylvaner grapes, the majority of which are shipped to Tochigi
prefecture for wine production. The vineyard itself sometimes
holds sales events, but limited stocks are usually sold out within
the day, and Nakazawa Vineyard remains a well-kept secret among

Nakazawa Vineyard
Kamogawa 140-2, Kurisawa-cho, Iwamizawa, Hokkaido
http://www.nvineyard.jp/index.shtml
Recommended product: Kurisawa Blanc, ¥2,800

Across the Ishikari River, in the foothills of the Kabato
Mountains, is Japan’s largest wine-grape vineyard. Tsurunuma
Winery covers a massive 447 hectares of land, with 120
hectares of vines. Cultivation began here in 1972 and now a
total of 52 varieties are grown, many of which originate from
Germany and Austria, and are used for the making of wine at
Hokkaido Wine’s establishment at the foot of the Kenashi Pass
in Otaru. Although the majority of grapes are picked by hand,
Tsurunuma Winery boasts the only automatic grape harvesting
machine in Japan. As the sun sets behind the mountains
immediately to the west, the sunlight hours here are not as long
as those enjoyed by the vineyards across the Ishikari River, but
the difference in daytime and nighttime temperatures in the
region is ideal for producing sweet, juicy grapes.
During the harvest season, visitors to the Tsurunuma Winery
can sometimes taste the non-wine-making grapes that are also
grown there in limited quantities, and relax beneath a canopy
It’s hard to imagine a grape-producing region anywhere in the
world with such a heavy snowfall in winter as Sorachi, but
producers here use this to their advantage to create delicious
wines with a distinct Hokkaido flavor. According to all of the
producers interviewed for this article, 2012 looks like being a
particularly good year, thanks to the low levels of rainfall in
the region between April and September. The wine is
delicious in its own right, but take a trip around the places
where it’s actually produced and the enjoyment of drinking it
increases. Why not purchase a couple of bottles along with
some of the local delicacies of Sorachi and enjoy your trip to
the full, even after you arrive home.
Other vineyards in Sorachi include the Kondo and
Takizawa vineyards in Mikasa, the Taiyo Farm vineyards in
Utashinai, and the 10R Winery in Kurisawa. A car is
necessary to visit all the wineries and vineyards in the region,
and even if you use the expressway to and from Sapporo, one
day would not be enough. Samples are available at some of
the locations, but drivers should not consume even the
slightest amount of alcohol, as the drink-driving laws in Japan
are particularly strict. DO NOT DRINK & DRIVE!

weekends and public holidays. The spring and autumn
releases of new wines attract enthusiasts from far and
wide, prompting “fascinating conversations between
customers, as established local clients convey their own
knowledge to wine lovers who have travelled up from
Tokyo just for the occasion.”

Yamazaki Winery
Tappu 791-22, Mikasa, Hokkaido 068-2163
Tel: +81-1267-4-4410 Fax: +81-1267-4-4411
http://www.yamazaki-winery.co.jp/
Open: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sat., Sun. and public holidays
Recommended product: Chardonnay 2010 (white), ¥3,150

and enjoy a drink amid the rows of vines. The shop sells
a variety of Hokkaido Wine products, especially those
under the Tsurunuma label.

Tsurunuma Winery
Osatsunai 428, Urausu-cho, Kabato-gun, Hokkaido 061-0600
Tel: +81-125-68-2646 Fax: +81-125-68-2086
http://www.hokkaidowine.com/index.shtml
Recommended: 2010 Tsurunuma Lemberger, 720 mℓ, ¥1,964
Utashinai Taiyo Farm
Kamiuta 32-15, Utashinai
Kondo Vineyard
Tap Kop Farm, Kawanai 842-12, Mikasa
Moseushi Farm, Moseushi 774-2, Kurisawa-cho, Iwamizawa
Takizawa Vineyard
Kawanai 841-24, Mikasa
10R Winery
Kamihoro 1123-10, Kurisawa-cho, Iwamizawa
For more information on Sorachi, please visit the following
blog website:
http://talk-hokkaido.blogspot.jp/
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Yamazaki Winery
A little further north, high on a hill near the boundary between
Bibai and Mikasa, is the Yamazaki Winery – it’s fine wooden
structures overlooking the Ishikari Plain towards Sapporo, and the
expansive stretch of vineyards below. Who would think that, with
such splendid facilities on such a prime location with convenient
access from the nearby expressway, the winery is still a relatively
small business run exclusively by five members of the Yamazaki
family. Grapes were first cultivated here in 1998, and the first
harvest and winemaking license was acquired in 2002. Currently,
nine varieties of grapes are grown, and between 10 and 15 types of
wines produced, with a production target of approximately 30,000
bottles per year. The Yamazaki Winery is very particular about the
grapes it uses, and staff members are proud of the fact that “grapes
grown elsewhere are not allowed in here.” Sales, too, are
considered a family affair, with “usually only one vendor per
prefecture,” while 80% of the winery’s produce is sold direct from
the winery shop that is staffed by the family and only opens on

Housui Winery
A little further north, in the rural outskirts of the city of
Iwamizawa is Housui Winery.
The beautifully preserved wooden building, which was once a
warehouse in the city of Otaru, sits surrounded by gently sloping
vine fields above the rice paddies below. The winery acquired its
brewing license in 2006, and the following year established its
RICCA brand produced from its own grapes and those cultivated
in Yoichi. A limited edition RICCA Yuki no Keifu made
exclusively from grapes produced at the Housui vineyard was
introduced in December 2008. The 1st floor of the building
houses winemaking facilities and shop, while the 2nd floor gallery
provides space for local artists to hold exhibitions and events
while looking down onto the latest apparatus used to create the
wine from the harvested grapes. Soft-serve ice cream is also sold
at the Housui Winery, and according the winery’s sales director,
Mr. Saito Katsuyuki, “people sometimes bring along their own
cheese to eat with the wine while admiring the view of the
vineyards; this space encourages people to stay longer.”

Tsurunuma Winery
Housui Winery
Housui-cho 364-3, Iwamizawa, Hokkaido 068-0837
Tel: +81-126-20-1810 Fax: +81-126-35-7200
http://housui-winery.co.jp/
Opens: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(Closed every Wednesday between January and March)
Recommended product: RICCA Yuki no Keifu Pinot
Noir 2011, light body, ¥2,730

Nakazawa Vineyard

wine lovers from both near and far, as the proprietor aims
for a limited crop of high quality grapes that “create a taste
The neighboring town, Kurisawa is the home of the Nakazawa
unique to Hokkaido’s climate and snowy conditions.”
Vineyard, a discrete plot owned by Mr. Nakazawa and his wife,
and difficult to find due to the lack of any signs. The Nakazawa
Vineyard cultivates Pinot Gris, Gewürztraminer, Kerner and
Sylvaner grapes, the majority of which are shipped to Tochigi
prefecture for wine production. The vineyard itself sometimes
holds sales events, but limited stocks are usually sold out within
the day, and Nakazawa Vineyard remains a well-kept secret among

Nakazawa Vineyard
Kamogawa 140-2, Kurisawa-cho, Iwamizawa, Hokkaido
http://www.nvineyard.jp/index.shtml
Recommended product: Kurisawa Blanc, ¥2,800

Across the Ishikari River, in the foothills of the Kabato
Mountains, is Japan’s largest wine-grape vineyard. Tsurunuma
Winery, a farm under the direct control of its Otaru-based parent
company, Hokkaido Wine Co., Ltd., covers a massive 447
hectares of land, with 120 hectares of vines. Cultivation began
here under the former fruit producers cooperative in 1974, and
the current company was established in 1977. Now a total of 52
varieties of grapes are grown, many of which originate from
Germany and Austria, and are used for the making of wine at
Hokkaido Wine’s establishment at the foot of the Kenashi Pass
in Otaru. Although the majority of grapes are picked by hand,
Tsurunuma Winery boasts the only automatic grape harvesting
machine in Japan. As the sun sets behind the mountains
immediately to the west, the sunlight hours here are not as long
as those enjoyed by the vineyards across the Ishikari River, but
the difference in daytime and nighttime temperatures in the
region is ideal for producing sweet, juicy grapes.
It’s hard to imagine a grape-producing region anywhere in the
world with such a heavy snowfall in winter as Sorachi, but
producers here use this to their advantage to create delicious
wines with a distinct Hokkaido flavor. According to all of the
producers interviewed for this article, 2012 looks like being a
particularly good year, thanks to the low levels of rainfall in
the region between April and September. The wine is
delicious in its own right, but take a trip around the places
where it’s actually produced and the enjoyment of drinking it
increases. Why not purchase a couple of bottles along with
some of the local delicacies of Sorachi and enjoy your trip to
the full, even after you arrive home.
Other vineyards in Sorachi include the Kondo and
Takizawa vineyards in Mikasa, the Taiyo Farm vineyards in
Utashinai, and the 10R Winery in Kurisawa. A car is
necessary to visit all the wineries and vineyards in the region,
and even if you use the expressway to and from Sapporo, one
day would not be enough. Samples are available at some of
the locations, but drivers should not consume even the
slightest amount of alcohol, as the drink-driving laws in Japan
are particularly strict. DO NOT DRINK & DRIVE!

weekends and public holidays. The spring and autumn
releases of new wines attract enthusiasts from far and
wide, prompting “fascinating conversations between
customers, as established local clients convey their own
knowledge to wine lovers who have travelled up from
Tokyo just for the occasion.”

Yamazaki Winery
Tappu 791-22, Mikasa, Hokkaido 068-2163
Tel: +81-1267-4-4410 Fax: +81-1267-4-4411
http://www.yamazaki-winery.co.jp/
Open: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sat., Sun. and public holidays
Recommended product: Chardonnay 2010 (white), ¥3,150

During the harvest season, visitors to the Tsurunuma
Winery can sometimes taste the non-wine-making grapes
that are also grown there in limited quantities, and relax
beneath a canopy and enjoy a drink amid the rows of
vines. The shop sells a variety of Hokkaido Wine
products, especially those under the Tsurunuma label.

Tsurunuma Winery
Osatsunai 428-17, Urausu-cho, Kabato-gun, Hokkaido 061-0600
Tel: +81-125-68-2646 Fax: +81-125-68-2086
http://www.hokkaidowine.com/index.shtml
Recommended: 2010 Tsurunuma Lemberger, 720 mℓ, ¥1,964
Utashinai Taiyo Farm
Kamiuta 32-15, Utashinai
Kondo Vineyard
Tap Kop Farm, Kawanai 842-12, Mikasa
Moseushi Farm, Moseushi 774-2, Kurisawa-cho, Iwamizawa
Takizawa Vineyard
Kawanai 841-24, Mikasa
10R Winery
Kamihoro 1123-10, Kurisawa-cho, Iwamizawa
For more information on Sorachi, please visit the following
blog website:
http://talk-hokkaido.blogspot.jp/

